backernagel is Wackernagel lite. on the "p-minUs 2" clitics of santali hans henrich hock abstract: hans henrich hock. Backernagel is Wackernagel Lite. On the "P-minus 2" Clitics of Santali. lingua posnaniensis, vol. lV (2)/2013 . the poznań Society for the advancement of the arts and Sciences. pl Santali presents structures with subject clitics in "p minus 2" (p-2) position, before the final verb and enclitic on the preverbal element, a position called "Backernagel" by kidwai (2005) . p-2 is commonly considered to lack clear cross-linguistic support; moreover, while generative accounts can accommodate utterance-second position (p2) as adjunction to a left-peripheral projection, they have no ready way of accommodating p-2. the history and synchrony of Munda "p-2" have elicited several accounts. anderson (2007) considers three possibilities: Reanalysis of proto-Munda subject proclitics as enclitic; extension of postverbal object clitics to preverbal subject function; attachment of original resumptive pronouns to the preverbal element. I present evidence for a different hypothesis: the Santali Backernagel clitics originate as p2 or classical wackernagel elements. a more fine-grained definition of wackernagel in terms of different prosodic domains (such as utterance/theme vs. rheme) permits the hypothesis that the apparent p-2 is still a wackernagel position, but within the rheme rather than the entire utterance, and that within the rheme, the prosodically strongest, preverbal-focus element is the most attractive clitic host. I support my account with evidence from Santali and other kherwarian languages (which offer traces of an original p2 position) and parallel developments in Iranian (where the different stages in the development can be traced in greater detail). Backernagel, thus, is a subtype of wackernagel, and there is no need to assume a typologically problematic p-2 position for Munda (or for various Iranian varieties). key words: clitics, p2 (wackernagel) vs. "p minus 2" (Backernagel), prosody, language change hans henrich hock, university of Illinois at urbana-Champaign, hhhock@illinois.edu "wackernagel's law" or "p2" -the placement of clitics in clause-second positionis a well-known phenomenon and has been documented in numerous languages, although there is a great amount of disagreement concerning its historical motivation; see e.g. the various contributions to halpern & zwicky 1996. in this paper i accept the view that wackernagel or p2 is in principle prosodically defined; see Radanović-kocić's (1988 Radanović-kocić's ( , 1996 convincing demonstration that Serbian-Croatian p2 can only be accounted for in terms of prosodic phrasing, and similar arguments by hock (1996) based on the evidence of Vedic poetic phrasing. lp lV (2) hans henrich hock the logical opposite of wackernagel or p2 would be what kidwai (2005) has referred to as "Backernagel", the placement of clitics in clause-penultimate or "p-minus 2" position. It is commonly assumed that this is a position for which there is no clear evidence; see e.g. hock 2010. In fact, while generative accounts can easily accommodate p2 as adjunction to a left-peripheral projection (Cp, Ip, or the like), they have no ready way of accommodating p-2.
a possible counterexample to this view is found in Santali, which presents structures with subject clitics in what appears to be p-2 or Backernagel position, before the final verb (but enclitic to the preverbal constituent); see example (1). the historical explanation and synchronic status of this position have given rise to several different accounts.
( In this paper I argue that Santali p-2 and similar structures in other languages, both Munda 1 and Iranian, can be historically accounted for as p2 or wackernagel "lite", in the domain of the "rheme", rather than the "theme" (which is the more usual domain for wackernagel). 1. proto-munda verbal subject proclitics were reanalyzed as enclitic. 2. postverbal object clitics were extended to subject function, with the reasons for their becoming preverbal being unknown.
3. proto-munda had resumptive pronouns which in north munda were attached to the preverbal element.
eventually anderson comes to prefer the first of these scenarios. a similar account is that of Cysouw (2004 Cysouw ( ). kidwai's (2005 solution is more similar to anderson's third scenario. the weakest of the three scenarios clearly is the second, because it fails to explain how and why postverbal subject clitics could be extended to subject function and, in addition, change to preverbal position. a problem for both Scenarios 1 and 2 is the existence of Santali structures such as (2), with the clitic not after the preverbal constituent but after an earlier one (2a), even a clauseinitial one (2b). kidwai (2005) cites such examples and the examples below come from her paper, but she does not explicitly address their different behavior.
'we had gone to see the movie yesterday.'
we.incl=we.incl. cinema see-appl. go.pst-fin 'we had gone to see the movie.'
although such examples may be rare, they are not completely isolated. Consider the additional passages in (3), from other Munda languages or dialects. the general tendency is for the clitic to appear after the first constituent or element of the clause, with (2a) constituting a notable exception. note that in examples (3b) and (3c), we can observe doubling of the clitic later in the clause, either after the preverbal constituent (bāṁs-pahār) or the verb (nu-a). finally, note that in utterances whose only non-clitic constituent is the verb, the clitics always follow the verb, as in (5). It is possible that the innovated postverbal clitic placement in Santali and related languages results from an extension of this postverbal placement.
'they saw them off ' (Santali; anderson 2007: 245) let us, then, summarize our findings for Santali and the related languages.
i. subject clitics most commonly occur in preverbal position, where they are enclitic on the preceding constituent or element. ii.
In this position near the end of the clause they may vary with postverbal placement, an apparent innovation. iii.
Subject clitics may also occur after earlier elements, especially clause-initial ones. this pattern appears to be rare and thus may be an archaism. iv.
In addition there is doubling.
to these findings we must add the fact that as in other SoV languages, the preverbal constituent or element is likely to be in Focus position, hence prosodically the strongest element in the clause, presumably reflecting an interaction between two cross-linguistic tendencies: lp lV (2) hans henrich hock the tendency for the rheme to be prosodically stronger than the theme and the tendency for final verbs to have the weakest prominence in the utterance; see Figure 1 . For discussion of these tendencies see kim 1988 with harlig & Bardovi-harlig 1988 Bardovi-harlig and ladd 1980 Bardovi-harlig , 1996 3 the preverbal Focus position therefore is a prosodically optimal clitic host. the Munda subject clitics started out as regular, clause-scope, wackernagel or p2 elements, enclitic on the first constituent or element of the clause or utterance. this accounts for the marked pattern iii. B.
the constituent in preverbal focus position, having the highest prosodic prominence in an SoV language, attracts the subject clitics away from p2 (i.e., from the position after the theme) into the domain of the rheme. C. the final step consists in the movement of clitics into the postverbal position.
Comparison with various Iranian languages, especially with parachi, provides support for this hypothesis, as well as suggesting certain refinements.
In By contrast, in modern persian and tajik, subject clitics are always postverbal and nonsubject clitics are postverbal except optionally in prefixed and compound verbs, as in (6) haig attributes this phenomenon to a "rightward drift" of "head attraction", starting from the original wackernagel or p2 placement, without offering further explanation. (the focus of his monograph is on alignment.) But if we consider the overall evidence of west Iranian, we can detect a tendency very similar to Munda, namely placement of subject clitics either after the preverbal constituent or element or, presumably as an innovation, in postverbal position.
Similar phenomena can be observed in Balochi; see (8) Most interesting is the situation in parachi, a Southeastern Iranian language. here clitic pronouns typically attach to the leftmost element, as in (9a, b), and the agentive-marking agent clitic is placed after the verb if there is no other constituent (9c). otherwise the agent clitic preferably attaches to the constituent immediately preceding the verb; but it may alternatively attach to an earlier constituent 'for selective emphasis' (9d); see kieffer 2009. put differently, the placement of the clitic =a in (9d) depends on which constituent in the verb phrase or rheme is emphasized and hence prosodically most prominent in that domain. 'with what did you eat bread tonight?' the combined Iranian evidence examined so far, thus, provides a strong, historically well-documented parallel to the scenario hypothesized earlier for Santali and other Munda languages:
a.
the starting point is a classical wackernagel or p2 placement of clitic pronouns. B.
Subject (and other) pronouns get attracted by an accented element in the rheme, which presumably is prosodically more prominent than the clause-initial theme. C.
the best candidate for this attraction is the preverbal element which presumably is in focus position. D.
the final step consists in the movement of the clitics into the postverbal position.
the account can be further refined by considering additional evidence from eastern iranian.
among the Iranian languages, pashto has preserved clitic wackernagel/p2 most faithfully; for details see tegey 1977. however, as erschler (2009) 'Sangin will break the door.'
erschler further notes that in Shughni, another east Iranian language, clitic placement can be delayed even further, as in (11), but that 'the acceptability of a sentence usually decreases as the enclitic is moved rightwards'. these data suggest that there may have been an important intermediate step in the "rightward drift" of the clitics - a shift from after the clause initial, theme position to after the first element in the rheme, i.e. to a wackernagel or p2 position within that domain. an alternative might be the presence of a prosodic break after the clause-initial element, with p2 enclisis to the first element after that break, similar to what is found in Serbian-Croatian (Radanović-kocić 1988 . unfortunately, erschler does not provide prosodic information for his examples; and his own account downplays the role of prosody and argues for a purely syntactic approach. that prosody plays a greater role than erschler admits can be gauged from the fact that in combinations of "type II clitic pronoun" + disyllabic postposition + copula, the position of p-2 clitics varies, depending on whether it is the pronounpostposition complex or the copula which is accented; see (12) the starting point is a classical wackernagel/p2 placement of clitics within the domain of the clause (or the utterance), after the first element of the theme (old and Middle Iranian; traces in Munda).
B.
Since the rheme crosslinguistically has greater prosodic prominence than the theme, the clitic shifts to the rheme, landing after the first accented element in that domain - "wackernagel (or p2) lite" (pashto and Shughni).
C. within the rheme the clitic shifts further to the right, to attach to the element with highest prominence within the domain (parachi; perhaps also pashto and Shughni).
D.
Since in SoV languages the preverbal position is the Focus position, prototypically with the highest prominence within the rheme, the clitic shifts to the position after this element - a further reduction in prosodic domain (most of Iranian and traditional munda).
e. finally, aided perhaps by the postverbal placement in utterances whose only major constituent is the verb, the clitic shifts to the postverbal position (persian and innovative munda).
although this account clearly is speculative, it does suggest that the apparent Backernagel or "p-2" behavior of subject clitics in Santali and other Munda languages, and similar phenomena in various Iranian languages, can be explained as arising from an original, classical wackernagel or p2 behavior.
Moreover, by linking "p-2" to the prosodic strength of the preverbal focus position it explains the fact that "p-2" is fundamentally different from "p2". In "p-2", attachment is not to the final element of the clause, but to the next-to-final, focused element. Moreover, whereas the element following "p-2" always is the verb, the element preceding "p2" may belong to any morphological category. the present account, thus, captures the intuition that there is no clear cross-linguistic evidence for "p-2", as well as the fact that while generative accounts can easily accommodate p2 as adjunction to a left-peripheral projection (Cp, Ip, or the like), they have no ready way of accommodating p-2. lp lV (2) hans henrich hock the account could be strengthened - or challenged - by detailed work on the prosodic behavior of the various Munda and Iranian patterns that would test my assumption that the element preceding the clitic typically is a Focus element and hence has higher prosodic prominence than other elements within its domain. i very much hope that my hypothesis will motivate further work on these languages, paying close attention, not only to syntax, but also to phrasal prosody.
